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I. Puose:
 

The purpose of the Vocational Training specialist's
 

assignment in Jordan was to 
: (1) discuss a wide
 

variety of vocational concerts with Jordanian training
 

specialists representing the Ministry of Education,
 

Ministry of Labor, Vocational Training Corporation,
 

Royal Scientific Society, and the private sector;
 

(2) describe objectives and methods of several possible
 

training concepts appropriate' for Jordan to USAID/J
 

staff, including the duration and complexity of various
 

alternatives at minimum and optimum levels of cost and
 

staffing requirements, the role of the significant
 

participants in Jordan's cn going and planned program of
 

vocational training, and probable beneficiaries; (3)
 

explore Lthods for encouraging greater participation of
 

women in the Labor Force with USAID/J and Jordanian
 

Training specialists in the public and private sector;
 

(4) formulate a report on the activities described in
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(1), 	 (2), and (3) which will serve as a summary of 

these discussions, describe alternative techniques and
 

strategies in Vocational Training which appear to be
 

most suitable to Jordan's development, and act as a
 

guide and resource in the development of a vocational
 

training project.
 

II. 	 General Background:
 

The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan is one of the very few
 

developing countries which is experiencing a labor
 

shortage. Because of the demand for Jordanian workers
 

in neighboring countries along with a recent domestic
 

economic boom, there are critical manpower shortages in
 

most technical and skilled occupations.
 

During the last decade, Jordan witnessed a significant
 

expansion in the field of education which led to: (1) high
 

enrollment ratios, and (2) uncontrolled growth of
 

academic secondary education. However, this growth rate
 

was 	achieved at the expense of vocational education.
 

Despite the efforts made by the Ministry.of Education
k 
recently to place a new emphasis on vocational education
 

to offset this inequity, a severe shortage still exists
 

in industry and agriculture. At present Jordan is forced
 

to rely mainly on imported foreign labor from neighboring
 

http:Ministry.of
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tailor and direct programs: (1) to the economic needs of
 

specific industries and job fields, (2) to the economic
 

and social needs of all levels of workers, and (3) to
 

experiment with a variety of methods and processes to
 

provide assistance in training and related needs,
 

quickly, flexibly, and more efficiently than is now the
 

case with most of the vocational training underway in
 

Jordan.
 

Fo4 further information on the current and planned
 

development of the VTC please see Annex 
A , which 

includes (1) a translation of the Jordanian law which
 

established and controls it an indicator of political
 

support; (2) the current and projected budget,an
 

indicat6r of financial support; (3) current staffing
 

requirements and capabilities, an indicator of professional
 

support; (4) a list of public and private sector
 

organizations with whom the VTC has signed contracts for
 

training; (5) a list of the current and projected job
 

functions and bkills, including numbers of trainees in
 

each, whAh it is undertaking; (6) a list of the training
 

centers by geographical location in which it is operating;
 

(7) a list of the resources it has prepared to develop
 

and implement a modern and responsive training system,
 

including job classification and job analysis data and
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instructional materials to date, in progress or 

pro~acted; (8) the VTC's Five Year Plan; (9) the draft 

description of the proposed project including cras: Trade Trainir 

Centre - Amman; (10)'a list of the VTC contractors and 

cooperating institutions in the public and private sector
 

visited during this assignment by the Vocational Training
 

specialist. Please refer to the Report prepared for AID
 

on Vocational Education and Training in Jordan by Paula
 

S. Harrell, consultant to AID, December 1978, for additional
 

information on the role of the VTC, for an excellent
 

description and analysis uf the problem of labor shortages
 

in Jordan, the Government of Jordan's (GOJ) response to
 

solving the problem through formal and non-formal Vocational
 

Training programs, and a summation of other Donor
 

Assistance in this area.
 

Note:. The recet manpower planning'survey undertaken by the
 

VTC with the cooperation of the Ministry of Industry and
 

Commerce is completed in draft and will be available for
 

distribution to USAID/J in May of 1979.
 

I. .Specificpackground:
 

Summary of Data Collected in the Field
 

The following comments are the result of discussions and
 

site visits made by the Vocational Training special_.;t
 

with VTC representatives or USAID/J staff during the
 

/ 
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assignment in Jordan. Please see Annex B for a
 

complete list of names, titles, organizations, locations
 

and dates.
 

The material collected has been summarized for this
 

report. Further information can be provided, if requested.
 

National Planning Council
 

The highest priority, and most serious shortage in
 

trained manpower in Jordan at present, relates to the
 

construction industry. Neighboring gulf states have the
 

same problem, and the same priority. The problem has
 

been exacerbated by inflation, since the cost of land
 

per square meter as well as materials has risen sharply.
 

Semi-skilled and skilled workers are needed urgently to
 

build factories, schools, hospitals and housing projects.
 

Vocational training must be accelerated to meet both local
 

and regional needs.
 

Jordanians are coming home now from their work abroad," and
 

need jobs. At the same frime, the labor productivity in
 

Jordan is going down because of its dependence on foreign
 

workers, ho are not skilled, and have a lack of committment
 

to GOJ naticnal planning goals.
 

In order to meet the training goals there is an immediate
 

need for .new training centers, eqdipment, and more know

ledge and information on appropriate training systems in
 



the U.S. and relevant developing countries, including
 

Latin America.
 

It was pointed out that academic education has gone
 

through'a period of uncontrolled growth, due to social
 

pressure. Now vocational training must catch up with the'
 

national needs of the country.- Other related training
 

problems are the lack of'job classification and job
 

analysis data; and lack of trained instructors. There
 

is.also a need to set up appropriate wage scales com

patible with the skills involved. Although manpower
 

analysis data is not readily available, some efforts are
 

being made through the Chamber of Commerce and the VTC.
 

Despite the fact that this data is not adequate to project
 

the needs of new industries and business, it is felt that
 

vocational training must move ahead to prepare for future
 

growth and to meet critical demands from on-going industry.
 

Some of the leading industrial activities in Jordan are:
 

phosphate, potash, cement, petroleum refining, textiles,
 

food processing, cigarettes, wet batteries, leather
 

productsk apparel and paper board.
 

The VTC is expected to play a crucial role in providing
 

training relevant to the needs of these industries. Up
 

.,until now, the opportunities have'been very limited for
 

adult workers who must have up grading or retraining
 

related to employment. The VTC's role willbetoadjust and
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adapt curriculum and methods to the changing functional
 

content and techniques appropriate for occupations in
 

Jordan. Their efforts in providing basic education,
 

including functional literacy for school-leavers, are
 

also'considered critical.
 

When the VTC training system is fully activated, there,
 

may be apportuvities for workers from other neighboring
 

countries to be trained under contract in Jordan under
 

regional development agreements. However, the first
 

priority of the VTC willhe to meet Jordan's pressing
 

vocational training needs.
 

On the subject of the participation of women, the NPC
 

believes that women can enter almost all areas of the
 

vocational trades, with the exception of a few. Both
 

men and women should be developed to meet the national
 

goals. It was suggested by the NPC that a copy of the
 

federal EEO regulations used in hiring and promotion in
 

industry in the U.S. be given to the Minister of Labor by USAID
 

for study and consideration. It is also understood that
 

traditio s concerning appropriate work for women in
 

Jordan will be slow to change.
 

Department of Women's Affairs, Ministry of Labor
 

The Departmeit 6f Women's Affairs is in the process of
 

planniag several new projects in order to include more
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women in the Labor Force in Jordan. They include the
 

following:
 

1. 	A project in Hey Nazzal, a poor urban area of Amman,
 

where there will be a bakery connected with an
 

educational center for women workers.
 

2. A project in which mothers of school children will
 

sew uniforms in order to save money on the purchase
 

of imported materials in Amman.
 

3. 	A project in Souf, 
near Jerash, where a kindergarten
 

has been started and connected with a center in
 

which mothers of the school childrens will sew and
 

upholster chairs. The products will be marketed
 

through a co-op, which is being assisted by UNICEF.
 

4. 	A project to conduct a survey concerning the potential
 

for women workers, particularly in crafts, in the
 

Jordan Valley.
 

At present, there are eight women on the Women's Affairs
 

staff. The Director of Planning said the future for
 

development in this a.rea depends a great deal on the
 

directions taken by the new labor laws, to be issued later
 

this"year. She said some 
steps toward reform have been
 

taken, but they are more the exception than the rule. For
 

example, busine s firms employing thirty women or mvr

must provide a child care center if requested to do so
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Family planning education and support is not within the
 

area of responsibility of the Womens Affairs Department.
 

It is however being promoted by the private sector and
 

the Ministry of Health to some extent.
 

In the future, the Department of Womens Affairs plans to
 

inspect :ctories to insure proper working conditions for
 

women, and also to launch "mobilization" campaigns to
 

attract more women through radio and TV to business and
 

industry. In response to a question on the most promising
 

area in industry for introducing women to the work force,'
 

the Director of Planning replied "Sewing".
 

She supports the plan to build a community Junior College
 

for Girls in Jordan to be aponsored by the Y.W.M.A. for
 

the purpose of concentrating on career education. 
However,
 

she said it was "far from starting."
 

National Consultative Council Member 
- Mrs. In'am Mufti 

Mrs. Mufti, a leading proponent of women in the work
 

force, said it was essential to develop a national policy
 

on the rights and responsibilities ot women as well as 
the
 

machinerkto make it work.
 

The first priority is to get relevant organizations
 

involved to carry out women's programs. What has been
 

lacking is a body to coordinate all the women's programs,
 

a Steering Com,,ission assisted by a Secretariate with
 



specialized committee such as:
 

Research; Programming; Training and Services; Employment;
 

Investment. Mrs. Mufti will head this commission, and
 

will focus on creating jobs and services for working women.
 

She asked for U.S. assistance in developing the Y.W.M.A.
 

community Junior College for Girls in the touth of Jordan,
 

and also provided her most recent policy paper for
 

further consideration. She explained further that although
 

Germany, in principle, has agreed to fund the YWMA college
 

in Amman, the approvalprocess may take a minimum of five
 

years, whereas the plan had been to break ground in
 

October. She said it was important to send selected
 

Jordanian women to the U.S. to learn more about techniques
 

in preparing and organizing women to ente. industry. She
 

requested any materials Chrysler can make available
 

concerning: (1) career education exploration for high
 

school students; (2) goal directed group counseling:
 

personal motivation and career development for industry.
 

Ministry of Public Works
 

The Minisry of Public Works is cooperating effectively
 

with the VTC. It also has excellent resources of its
 

own invested in training, and receives contracts to
 

train mechanics from other ministries.
 

Entry-level auto mechanics are trained in fitting, welding
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and mechanical functions for six months, and then
 

divided into groups for on-the-job training in repairing
 

light and heavy duty vehicles in a variety of "Wok shop"
 

or small garages on the premises, under the supervision
 

of master mechanics and training personnel. Altogether
 

the program takes 2 years, and includes the 1st stage
 

which is basic training, the 2nd stage whji is specialized
 

training and the 3rd stage which is a combination of theory
 

and on-the-job experience and supervision. The program
 

includes but is not restricted to the following areas:
 

(1) tools; (2) application of mechanical concepts; (3)
 

cooling systems; (4) fuel systems; parts, pumps and
 

pipes; (5) carbluretor and pumps for diesal; (b) brake
 

systems; (7) steering systems; (8) electrical systems;
 

(9) drive train; (10) engine performance; (11) painting
 

and body repair.
 

Trainees must have a certificate from preparatory school
 

(9 years of compulsory education) to enter this program.
 

They are selected through an interview process rather than
 

a battery of tests. During the most recent opening for
 

applicatios, 300 persons applied and 31 were accepted.
 

The manpower needs in this area are expanding rapidly, but
 

the number required is a matter of estimation.
 

Asked what the problems were regarding the current stat;us of
 

Vocational Training and particularly those the VTC could
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handle, the manager said that new trainees need more
 

job counseling in order to adapt to their new careers
 

and place of employment. He mentioned that they had
 

considerable difficulty in adapting to the work schedule
 

(7:00 A.M. - 3:30 P.M.). He said that there was a need to 

adapt the curriculum and methods of the Ministry of Education's 

vocational training program to the practical aspects of 

the working environment and demands of business and industry., ' 

He also said that in the past there had been a rapid turn

over of employees seeking higher wages in other Arab
 

'countries as soon as they were trained. 
He explaiiied that'
 

the new 2-year contract trainees must sign with the Ministry
 

of Public works was helping to lessen this problem. How

ever, hp felt that the VTC program would be helpful in
 

stabilizing the situation through a new system of
 

competency - based training, certification of skills, and
 

wage scales.
 

The Ministry of Public Works is hiring all of the best
 

graduates it can attract from its new apprenticeship program.
 

The cons 
 tant spoke with them as well as their supervisors
 

in the workshops. Their training was considered 
highly 

"relevant," enabling them to reach production standards in 

less time and with fewer problems than in the traditional
 

system.
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Petroleum Refinery
 

The refinery has a long tradition in training, having
 

started their first apprenticeship program 17 years ago.
 

Approximately 3 years ago, they began facing a: high
 

turn-over rate which led them into intensive training 
"
 

and to exploring less expensive and less time consuming
 

training methods. They are cooperating with the VTC in
 

developing competency - based, "modular" or skill

specific programs suited to their needs.
 

Their first programs were in safety, mechanical and
 

electrical repair. 
Now they are concentrating on
 

supervisory training and management 
. They use the 

committee approach to developing new programs,as does 

the VTC, including engineers, operators, and training 

officers. Following a few weeks of induction training in 

the classroom, the trainee is sent to on-the-job training
 

where his progress is assessed in monthly reports. It'
 

was pointed out that the VTC has an objective appraisal
 

report to record the progress of each trainee toward
 

skill maskery and capacity for independent performance
 

of tasks.
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The refinery has extensive audio-visual equipment, and
 

is,committed to using graphics and other low-cost media
 

in making training more effective. The VTC shares the
 

same concept, but has no audio-visual equipment of its
 

own as yet.
 

Whether women will have many opportunities for technical
 

jobs in the future at the refinery is uncertain. At
 

present, the manager said there is one woman engineer.
 

gweilaIndustrial Training School for Boys
 

The school provides three types of programs: a three-year
 

secondary school course; a two-year vocational training
 

center program; and a two-year apprenticeship program
 

which is carried out in various locations where on-the

job training is provided.
 

Experts at the school-are cooperating with the VTC in
 

preparing new modular programs.
 

The principal said that the school is intensifying its
 

efforts to train because of the need for skilled Jordanian
 

workers to remain in Jordan. He said he wants a contract
 

that.wilihold them here for 4 years after graduation.
 

Asked why the Jordanian craftsman is preferred over cheaper,
 

foreign labor, he gave three reasons:(l) education and
 

training.is better planned and implemented in Jordan;
 

' I! 
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(2) Jordan is spending more money on it, and merits a
 

return on this investment, (3) the work ethic is stonger;
 

(4) foreign workers are numerous,but of low quality.
 

He lamented the fact that modular training is not yet
 

prepared in Jordan,'-: that it is'in'the initial phase,

and will take a long time to complete before it can be
 

fully useful.
 

He added that Jordan has many engineers but too few
 

technicians. Asked whether women would or could be
 

admitted to his school, he said it all depends upon the
 

laws that govern his type of school; the law must be
 

changed to allow the entrance of women. Asked what
 

trades he felt were suitable for women, he replied
 

"teaching."
 

Ministry of Telecommunications
 

The Minister said he is not satisfied with the training in
 

-his center. He does have high rsuality buildings, equipment
 

and support facilities, but not the modern, on-the-job
 

training he wants.
 

Previousy, he had been Dean of the college of Education
 

at the University of Jordan, before coming to the Ministry
 

6 months ago.
 

He said his immediate goals were to (1) increase the
 

efficiency of the Telecommunication Training Center and
 

jd 
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(2) develop .an efficient training center for postal
 

training to open next month, (3) start a research center
 

in Jordan to explore better approaches to training and
 

the support needed. Dr. Tel is 
a member of the highest
 

level Advisory Board on Education in Jordan. His views
 

are widely respected in the field of education and
 

training.
 

Asked to describe what he considered the critical issues
 

in'the field, he said it was the decision to enforcs a
 

competency - based training system, one which would give
 

certification to a person who had reached a specific
 

level, at agreed upon standards, whether or not the
 

trainee had graduated from a trade school. 
He said he
 

had advised Dr. Masri and the VTC to take this direction,
 

one in which a certificate of competency, of performance,
 

would be considered the same as graduating from a Ministry
 

of Education trade school. 
He said that by this approach,
 

Jordan would: (1) protect the consumer; (2) protect the
 

workman in terms of standards of performance and equal
 

pay for equal work.
 

He also pointed out that competency - based examination would
 

(1) save the student from taking courses that are not
 

needed and; 
(2) save money/time for institutions,
 

business and industry.
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In visiting the training center, the consultant found
 

excellent training resources, including the programmed
 

instruction approach to training. The main problem
 

appeared to be'a 3:ak of students using the facilities.
 

When asked if women would be'admitted, the Director
 

said this would take a change in the law and policy.
 

4 1 
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Summary of Critical Issues
 

Comments from other training organizations, the
 

University and employers concerning critical issues
 

in vocational training and its support structure may
 

be-summarized in the following points. These are
 

issues which the VTC must deal with, and which
 

technical assistance may help to over-come in the future.
 

They are: (1) the need for supervisory training at the
 

technical level, and the need for management education
 

at the university level;(2) the need to use equipment in
 

training centers that is compatiZle with the equipment
 

used by the future employer; the need to use instructors
 

in training centers who have worked as foreman on the line
 

in industry in order to teach to the standard rate and
 

quality of production; (3) the need to train the
 

training officer as a manager, an organizer of time,
 

personnel and materials rather than to rely mostly on 

his talents as a skilled craftsman, since the foreman 

onth-Ihe has little time to "organize" the trainees; (4) 

the needfor the training officer to communicate 

effectively with the employer and the trainees giving
 

them necessary information at the right time and thus
 

avoiding work stoppages or potential strikes due to
 

misunderstanding; (5) the need to have clearly written
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contracts specifying the rights'and responsibilities of
 

the trainee and the employer; (6) the need to select
 

trainees for upgrading courses by assessment tools 
which
 

will diagnose strengths and weaknesses, entry-level
 

skills,in order to design training programs which will
 

give more individualized attention to the needs of the
 

employee and save time and money; (7) the need to develop
 

an even more flexible system which will not put groups
 

of trainees through on-the-job training at a "lock-step"
 

pace; (8) the need to tailor the VTC system more closely
 

tothe industri.al environment, since some employers as
 

yet do not feel there is a substantial enough difference
 

between the traditional system and the new; (9) the need
 

to mobilize opinion first before expecting to make
 
6 

extensive headway in introducing women into industry,
 

given the prevailing male attitude in Jordan thatthisis not
 

an appropriate place for women to work",(10) the need to
 

be aware that the authority and decision-making process in
 

Jordan does not lend itself easily to the idea of trainees
k
 
moving ahead "on their own" in a fully'self-paced program
 

'(11) the need to set standards based on competency,
 

and to follow-up trainees to ensure that they are eligible
 

for promotion and wage increases based on better performance 

or to revise the training program accordingly if the standards
 
jL( 
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are not reached as projected;
 

Note: written or audio-visual modular training materials
 

were not in evidence at the' sites visited; although
 

several .employers said they were anxiously awaiting these
 

programs, the "instructors/foreman appeared to be doing
 

veriywell without thm since equipment for on-the-job
 

training was available, and the skill and committment ofthe
 

traihiing staff appeared to be excellent.
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IV. The Problem:
 

To summarize)Jordan has a low labor force participation
 

rate: (1) a high proportion of the population is in
 

school; (2) the population of the East Bank is very
 

young; (3) the female participation rate is low. The
 

current manpower problems are the result of: (1) shortages
 

of specific skills, (2) external migration of Jordanian
 

workers to higher paying jobs in neighbouring countries;
 

(3) 6ompetition from lower skilled but lower paid foreign
 

workers, (4) lack of coordination between school and
 

plant training.
 

A relatively small domestic market, limited natural
 

resources and unreliable access to export markets have
 

also been major problems in the development of Jordanian
 

industry as well'as agriculture.
 

Economic activity accelerated sharply in the
 

mid 70s due to a record agricultural output, a doubling
 

of export proceeds, increased investment by neighboring
 

Arab countries and remittances from Jordanians working
 

abroad, a revival of tourism, and a rapid rise in
 

governmentkexpendituresi nonethelessother problems
 

related to manpower have emerged or increased
 

These problems are inflation, the pressure of' social
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demand for an over-expansion of academically-oriented gen

eral secondary and university education, and a serious gap
 

between the standard of living between the very poor and
 

the very rich classes of society.
 

V. Goals and Objectives of the Program Solution to be Selected:
 

There are two potential phases:
 

Phase I - The Goal of the initial 2-4 year capital and tech

nical assistance project would be to measurably reduce the
 

gap between demand and supply for qualified workers at the
 

entry-level, semi-skilled, and skilled level in selected
 

job functions in business and industry, directly related
 

to the national planning policies and manpower development
 

needs of Jordan. The primary terminal objective would be
 

to develop a cost effective, competency-based, "modular" or
 

skill-specific training system linked directly to employment
 

to meet the above goal.
 

Phase II - The goals of a long-range, 5-10 year project
 

would be to (a) increase the wages of the worker and his
 

share in the benefits of production, (6) increase performance
 

and productivity per worker; (c) increase the return on
 

investment.
 

The primary terminal objective would be to develop a
 

targeted, problem-specific, and systems oriented industrial/
 

urban development sector approach to provide the necessary
 

infrastructure, the human and materiat resources, to
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maximize the return on investment in phase I and provide
 

to
 
the necessary system components/meet the above goal.
 

VI. 	Alternative Solutions
 

Based on available reports, discussi.ons with USAID/J
 

staff and GOJ representatives, site visits where obser

vation of actual training and working conditions was
 

freely offered, and interviews with experts in-the public
 

and private septor, including employers, training officers,
 

vocational education instructors, plant and shop foreman
 

and trainees during the past two weeks, the following
 

solutioAs are relevant for consideration: (1) provide
 

no U.S. assistance to vocational training in Jordan; (2)
 

provide U.S. assistance through a 2-4 year terminal
 

project to-build and equip the proposed VTC Training
 

Center in Amman, including supportive assistance in the
 

development of an appropriate training system through
 
and follow-up activities
 

workshops/to be held in Jordan and short-term training/
 

observation visits to neighboring Arab countries and the
 

U.S.; (3) provide alternative #2 with the option to expand
 

it to a long-range Phase II 5-10 year project, if the
 

prescribed ndicators for success exist, through an
 

industrial/urban development sector approach which would
 

include the infrastructure, human and material resources,
 

to make a greater impact on raising the standard
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of living, including wages, of workers, increasing
 

productivity, and achieving a larger return on investment.
 

The following is a brief summary of the pros and cons of
 

each of the solutions, as discussed with USAID/J.
 

Alternative # I. U.S. assistance might be withheld 
for the
 

VTC on the basis of already existing Jordanian (Ministry of
 

Education) and other donor assistance. However, recent
 

information demonstrates that the Ministry of Education can

not provide the flexibility and responsiveness to the
 

practical needs demanded by business and industry in the
 

same way that the VTC is mandated and organized to do.'
 

Other interviews with the GOJ indicated that the Soviet
 

Union does not plan to finance a VTC training center in the
 

South for at least .5 years, and even this start-up date is
 

not certain. The European Economic Council is willing to
 

provide equipment only,and not abuilding for the project.
 

Meanwhile, the Ministry of Education is pressed for space,
 

and is rapidly withdrawing the training facilities it now
 

shares with the VTC. 
If the VTC is to launch its distinctive
 

training system, with adequate control over the inputs,
 

process, and outputs, it needs at a minimum a center of its
 

own as soon as possible, Whereas it is training 200 - 300
 

trainees at present, it is expected to turn out 2,000 
- 3,000 

per year'within the next three years. a'I 
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Alternative II. U.S. assistance might be withheld 
because
 

itisperceived to be a terminal vocational education project,
 

with limited opportunities to have an impact on masses of
 

people or institutions. However, although this program is
 

focused primarily on vocational'training to overcome severe
 

problems in the supply of skilled Jordanian labor, these,
 

problems are considered to be ofgreat significance to national
 

planning by the GOJ. It is also realistic to expect that
 

even in the short-ru job performance will be improved,
 

productivity be increased along with the wages of workers.
 

The VTC is an excellent organization to work with, staffed
 

with a competent and highly respected General Director,. and
 

professional and committed staff. The systems approach
 

to training advocated by the VTC is similar to the system
 

used by appropriate industries now capitalizing on the cost/
 

benefits of the modular training system in the U.S. and some
 

neighboring countries. 
The VTC is open to the concept of
 

becoming a regional training center for neighboring Arab
 

countries after one year of developing and testing the new
 

system. Employers are anxious to hire VTC graduates.
 

Alternafivo III. U.S. assistance might be withheld 
because
 

this project is costly, complex, and in some aspects
 

innovative, sinde it will be grounded in the systems approca'
 

to sector development.
 

< j~ 
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It should be seriously considered however, because it will
 

provide the necessary planning, managerial, financial, and
 

technical resources to achieve the largest return on
 

investment. 
It does have the added benefit of making-more
 

certain the increase of wages and the share in the benefits
 

of production for the worker.
 

My recommendation is to select a combination of # 2 and,# 
3.
 

V. 	Recommendations for Technical Assistance
 

Capital Assistance would include funding for the building and
 

workshop equipment for basic training proposed for the Amman
 

Training Center, depending on expert approval of-.the design
 

and costs. Auxiliary equipment could be added on an
 

incremental basis, with conditions set for the training
 

system build-up period.
 

Technical assistance would include a 30 - working day seminar/
 

workshop for VTC,Ministry of Education and Industrial Training,

and follow-up activities,
 

/concentrating on the terms of reference of Alan Broehls' paper
 

(attached) with the exception of a new focus on: 
(1) Manpower
 

Analysis which would be geared toward the needs of the
 

consumer of~ianpower data, and (2) Evaluation which would be
 

geared not only to follow-up of a core of trainees but
 

particularly to validation of the training system itself
 

i.e. accountability in solving the ptoblem it was dasigned to
 

solve such as saving time/money, reducihg wasted7 f '2t,
 
C) 
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materials, scrap etc., (3) Management of the training system
 

would receive primary attention during the 2nd two weeks, and
 

also include motivational and job counseling primarily for VTC
 

participants. The workshop would be organized on a team

teaching basis, with VTC personnel working together with U.S.
 

experts in the systems approach to industrial'training and
 

motivation.
 

This workshop to be held in June, July or August of 1979, would
 

require at minimum 6 man months, and at maximum 12 man months. 
An
 

education specialist should be added to USAID staff to coordinate
 

and supervise this effort. 
A second element of technical assist

ance would consist of short-term technical training (observation of
 

training sites) in the U.S., and neighbouring Arab aountries, such
 

as Saudi Arabia for modular training in selected technical trades
 

now being developed under a U.S. Labor Department Contract, and
 

Morocco for a vocational training program for woaen, under AID.
 

A description of these programs will be sent to USAID/J for
 

consideration. 
The U.S. portion of the training should consist
 

of approximately 10 working days and include visits to business,
 

industry, and vocational training programs where the systems or
 

modular approach is being used, since this approach has been man

dated by'the Ministry of Education of Jordan. Significant time
 

should be allotted to study manpower analysis and job organization
 

techniques. The program should be planned for a minimum of three 

persons at the VTC, at different periods beginning in September 1979, 

in crderto hmea masonabe nucleus of people who have similar experience 

e91 
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and can work as a team upon return to Jordan. This may cost 

between$30,000 -$40,000. 

Regarding alternative # 3, the recommendations are speculative, 

due to constraints of time and lack of inter-disciplinary expertise 

during this assignment. 

However, the following inputs on the program side are offered 

for USAID/J consideration.. Leadership and direction wo.ld 

reside in the VTC. An industrial research institution would' 

be established to carry out experiments in the following 

areas in order to make the desired inputs available for the 

worker optimization process: (1) manpower analysis development; 

(2) technology/process; (3) new products; (4) finance/management;
 

(5) marketing; (6) labor information data bank.(7)feuerpticipation, 

Industrial Extension loans would be made more, accessible to
 

new industries and small business and credit unions would be
 

set up for the worker.
 

Special consideration ad resources wild be directed to all related
 

aspects that impinge upon the optimization of the worker. For
 

example;. (i) tradition; (2) risk (foreign competition, job
 

opportunity costs while training; (3) expanded and new markets;
 

(4) personal needs;- (5) waged (labor laws); (6) working conditions 

and qualitykof life. 

The core of the program would be the provision of (1) increased 

technical knowledge and skill for the worker; (2) sufficient 

capital available to expand business and industry, (3) a La. 

efficient production process. 

tJ 
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The benefits would accrue to the worker optimization process,
 

and to the target of this project - the worker in the lower
 

class.
 



ANNEFX
 

T Slate'd f Arabic 

Provisinnal Law No. 35 for the Year 1
 

V nalTraininOranisation Lai( 

Article 1. 
 This Law shall be called "Vocational Training Organisation

Law for the year 1976" and becomes enacted with, since its
 
publication in the Official Gazette.
 

Article 2. 	 The words and expressions in this Law shall have the
 
definitions shown below unless otherwise specified:
 

Minister 	 Minister of Labour
Z 

Organisation 
 - Vocational Training 	Orghnisation 

Board 
 = Board of Directors of the
 
Vocational Training Organisation
 
established in compliance with
 
the provisions of this Law
 

Director-General a 	Director-General of the Vocational
 
Training Organisation
 

Training Standards a 	The technical specifications that
 
should be possessed by any trade
 
with the aim of specifying the
 
standard of training in that trade.
 
This includes curricula, training

plans and trade tests.
 

Article 3. (a) 	An Organisation known as "Vocational Training
 
Organisation" shall be established in the Kingdom
 
and shall be attached to the Minister, having a 
no inal administrative and financial autonomy within 
the provisions of this Law and any other regulations 
set up therefrom. Also it can sue 
and b,! sued and
 
can delegate to the Distrtit Attorney all its
 
judiciary matters or to any other person for this
 
purpose, also it shall have 
its own independent
 
budget.
 

(b) The Organisation head office shall be in the city of
 
Amman, but may open branches in any other place in 
the Kingdom.
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Article 4. 	 The Organisation shill a.vail opportunities in the field 
of vocational training to prepare and raise the standard 
of the technical m-apower efficiency in the various 
specialisations according to non-academic vocational 
training standards, and shall diversify vocational 
training to compr se: 

(a) apprenticeship where young people are allowed 
regular and long-term training;

(b) 	in'-plant training of workers in their institutions 
to raise their efficiency; 

(c) 	intensive and accelerated training in various trades* 

Article 5. 	 The Organisation shall be run and managed L1" 

(a) a board 	of directors; 

(b) 	a director-general;
 

(a) 	 an executive body. 

Article 6. 	 (a) The Board of Directors shall consist of: 

The Minister 	- chairman 

The Director-General - vice-chairman 

Representative, the Ministry of Labour - member 

Repriasentative, the Ministry of Education - member 

Representative, the &Linistry of Public Works - member 

Representative, National Planning Council - member 

Representative, Engineers Association - member 

Representative, Annan Chamber of Industry - member 

Representative, General Federation of Trade 
Unions - member 

Two representatives recommended by the Minister
 

(b) 	Except the chairman and the director-gennral, other 

members shall be appointed by Cabinet sanction and at 
the Minister's recomndation. The Boad's fmember
ship shall be two years and is renewable.
 

(c) 	The Board members remuneration shall be determined 
by the Cabinet and at the recomnendation of the 
Minister.
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(.) 	 study of the vocational training need in the various 
institutions;
 

(d) 	approval of the nain ouilines for vocational training 
standards and mea,.ur-S reccssar , for hc. implcmenta
tion of the futnct'.ons of the Org.nis-ation; 

(e) 	setting up of the required regulations; 
() 	approval ef the za-'nu! I et and its subimission to 

theC.a..n-'for sa:-,crion, 

Article 8. (a) The )oard shall be ccnve.-.ed for mzeting by the
 
chairman or the vica-chairmrzn in hir abso:,c, once at
 
least evcry three months, or whenever dcened necessary.
Tha qu6rum consists of th2 attendance, of at least 
eight -mbers including the chairman or the vice
chairman, 

(b) 	Decisions shall b: t.,-n uniuninously or by absolute. 
majority and in case of &;ualvoting -h- chai.man 
shall have the casting vote. 

Article 9. 	 The chairman shall rcprescnt the Organisation in ita 
relationship 	with others,
 

Article 10o 	 The Cabinet, at the rcco-mmndation of the Iinister, shall 
appoint the direcror-rencreL, 2:'..-.:.:. his salary and
allowtances,j.:i| cz . .h .. ::I by a 
Royal Decree, 

Article 11s' 	 Ile director-general nczi,. and authorities shall bea 

thp following

(a) iz-..rtaticn of tho policy adopted by the Board 
and ,:xocution of its decisions*
 

(b) 	Supervision of the Orcnisation's staff and the
 
managcment of its exxecutivc body.
 

(M) 	Prc.paration of thu annual budget and its sutnidsier. 
lo the Board#
 

(ci) ..:" c- - ,tA.h'rities delegated to him by the Board 
or .. .... '."-y the rerulations issued in compliance
with this '.1k 

http:ccnve.-.ed


Article 13. (a) 	 The Cabinet, at tae Doardtz; rccomme:dation, may issue 
necessary rc,:,'alations t- eecute the provisions of 
this Law includin reLulatio.s relatin-, to fin.-ncialp 
suppIiesa, z- :in- ,- ..... -*c -.--* 

(b) 	 Until such rcaulations, rmenticredc in pa-ra. (a) of 
this Artci , a:x- is5.;nd, the Organisation n'-l 
abide to the regulations enacted by the gov3r...-ant 
ministries and da.-artni-'nts in respect of financial, 
supplies, contracting and personnel matters.
 

Article 14a 	 The Audit Bureau shall be in charge of auditing the 
Organisation 	accountsp also the Cabinet shall appoint a
 
chartered auditor 	for this purpose* 

Article 15. 	 The Vocational Training .3yv-Law Io. 13 for the 3.aar 1974 
shall be cancelled, as well as any other lcgislazionp to 
the extent contradicting the stipulations oi this Law. 

Article 16@ 	 The Prime Minister and the r!inisters are liable to exccute, 
the stipulations of this Law.
 

3,*1t1977 
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' 
from 'tho Ministry of. finaiice (ieroral 1.uc,,.The VTC requeats annually 

a Cump sum for coa.tt; yteo tn a. coordanc'oy'cir
Dept . Appropriating 

needs as estimatedl from its work'plnn,.'with its 

In addition to Covt , Appropriation , t1-e VTC rcquosts foreign tech" 

for itsassistance through t),e National plannin, council minly 


deve~opment projects I construction & equipments fot training ceuto:
 



Director General 


Technical autt gor 

Chiaf Trainini Co- ordinator 


Trqinin(g officers 


Trainers 


Vocational counsller 


Adminstrative Financial Direction 


Adninstrative Assistant 


Accountant 


Clerk 


Typist 


Massenger 


Drivers 


N.R.
 

Other positions to be created s
 

(1) Training officers
 

(2) Trainers
 

(1) Clerk 

(2) Telephon Oprator 114assonger 

(1) 	 MSC. Elect. Engineer
 

(1) 	 BSC Nolianical Eng. 

(1) 	 Bsc = = 

(7) 	T'R. differoint riolds 

(9) 	High schools certificate &
 

years (techinical streaun) bran,
 

(1) 	M4.A.Education & counsIling
 

(1) .A.publlo Administratioh
 

(1) 	B.A.Psych cology & sociology
 

(1) 	B.S.C. Accounting
 

(3) 	High school
 

(2) 	Higch school & Typing Diplonia
 

(I) 	Eelementary schoo.l
 

(2) 	Elementary
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Vocntional Training Corporntioi
 

NIo. Of trainees
Place 

1 3t year class b

soud year ( CIA. 

orinl No Cowrse Spocialisation 


1 Light vehicle Mechnnic Mcchanical 
department 

- i5 13 

Hoary equipment fATsitry of 15 12 

Mechanic public works 

Electrical : 

27 - substatio'n fitter Jordan electricity - 24 

- cable Jointor company Amman - -27 

- Net workc( overhead - - 20 

lines ) 

3 spininC ard weaving -Joi'dian spining 27 - 9 

and weaving Co. 

(operntinn and mninteaance) Industrial I 

developing Co. 

Welding rind metal t-Metal industries 12 -15 

fabrication Co 

- Ashraeiya TrC/ 16 

Ammhan * 

- lit woLdinr %no'l: 25 

shns,/Irbid 

- YasoCr y 4i,.tra 

Amwan. 

- Sweilcl 4nd. 
SOC•scho,'l. 15 

Carpontry and cabinet - 1abnibe coi.,pai,) tI 

making * Am- ian 

-Ashrafiyi 'TIT/ 19 

At man 

- Swoil,'h li'I. 15 

Sec schi 1 . 

6 Goneral Mechnnic petrouc relinor'" 1.7 

company Zarq-u 

7 Flectrical : 

cables Jointing arid Irbid elLctricni 20 

substation1Installation Company 

8 pltubin,: and central Ashraflya TT'/ 2S 

9 
heatng work 

Dres takling (Girls) 
Amrman . 
CJ/At.-wian 
Ahalnh CC ./Amtan 17 

10 nuildine construction swelteh ind.Soc 15 

work . School 
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Upgrading Courses Held 	under the
 
Supervision of the VTC
 

Duration No. of Participants
No. Specialization Place of Course 

Hours 1977 1978
 

Houses Electical Irbid 	Industrial
1. 

20 21
Sec. School 150
Installations 


2. 	 Arc Welding t of 150- 10 9 

3. 	TV repair and 150 - 11
 

Maintenance
 

150 15, 21
4. 	Automobile Mechanic 


150 24 18

5. plumbing Work 


6. Central Heating
 
150 - 14I istallations 

7. 	Houses Electrical zarqa Industrial
 
installations Sec. School 150, 25 19
 

8. 	Electrical Applian
ces Maintenance &
 

! 150 - 13repair 


9. Automobile Mechanic , 	 150 15 0
 

10. 	 Refrigerators Main-
H o 150 13 15 

tenance & repair 


150 19 
 13

11. 	 Arc Welding 


12. 	 Central Cool Stores
 
Operators Irbid Municipalit 150 10
 

k 
Irbid Sec. Indust13. 	 Radio Maintenance" 


150 10
and repair 	 rial School 


petroleum Refineiy
14. 	 ins.tuctional 

-5
Techniques 	 com. - Zarqa 60 
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15. 	 Supervision Petroleum Refinery
 
Techniques Com. - Zarqa 27 20
 

16. 	 Bosses Main- Public Transport 
tenance & repair Corporation 130 - 8 

17. 	 Spining Operators Spining & Weaving 
Com. - Zarqa 80 - 23 



MES
 

Occupational aualysis for the following:

( prepared )
 

l.Automotive repairing occupations.
 

2.Metal work ( Joining and fabrication )
 
3.Electrical occupations ( power ) .
 

Occupational aualysis under preparation
 

l.Construction & building occupations 
.
 

2.Furniture,.and woodwork occupations 
,
 

3.Air conditioning 	and refrigration occupations
 

MES analysis and curricla have been prepared for :

l.Automsbile mechanic ( light vehicles ) 
2.Welding Nsheet metal fabrications Arc welding and gas welding . 

3.Electrical wiring's
 

4.Machining .
 

5.General mechanic
 

Modular* units and 	training packages prepared for :
 

l.Automobile mechanic 

2.Arc welding . 

3.Oxy acetelyne welding 
4 .sheet metal fabrication 

5.Nlachining : - Turning 

- Milling
 

- Grinding
 

6.Basic training : 	- Measuring 

- Filing 

- Hand cutting 
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VOCATIONAL TRAINING CORPORATION
 

FINS YEP$ PLAN 1978-1982
 

Preface
 

The Five year Development Plan for Jordan (1976-1980) attached special
 

importance to the development of vocational training in the field of
 

Labour and Manpower:
 

a) To respond to labour requirements and manpower training at the
 

limited skill level through short term and crash training *The
 

number required is about 25,000 labourersduring the period
 

1976-1980 .
 

b) To improve manpower preformance through skill upgrading.
 

The Vocational Training Corporation was established in 1976 by
 

Law No.35 to contribute towards the fulfillment of the Five year
 

Development Plan in the field of manpower development -ABoard of
 
D'rctorS for 
the Corporation was formed in September 1976,and a full time Direc

tor General was anpointed in May 1977.The Corporation could thus be
 

c.onsidered to have started its functions in the second half of 1977.
 

T:he budget for the Corporationaccording to the Five Year Development
 

o!an,was estimated to be 3.8 million Dinars for the period 1976-1980.
 

The Vocational Traiing Corporation makes use of the training
 

facilities provided by the various industrial establishments in the
 

form of in-Dlant training ,The Corporation also makes usefor the time
 

beingof the training facilities provided by vocational schools and
 

trade training centres run by t'.e Mininstry of Education,*
 



Plan Objectives
 

The objectives of the five year plan of work for the corporation can
 

be 
classified into two main fields I vocational training and
 

occunational standards,,
 

a) 	Vocational Training Objectives t
 

1. 	Training of manpower up to 
the level of " skilled labour" through 

apprenticeshiD schemes . 

2. 
Upgrading of employed man-ower to improve job opportunities ,raise
 

productivity, and enhance quality
 

3. 
Training and skill upgrading of supevisors in industry
 
L. 	Training of manpower to the " limited skill" level through short 

term and crash training if necessary . 

b) 	Occupational Standards Objectives
 

le 
 to lay down. the basis and specifications of skill levels(skill
 

ladder) 
, according to labour requirements in Jordan
 

2. 	 to specify and approve skill 
 performance standards for every 
Skill
 

level
 

3. 	to design performance tests and certilcation systemsfor the
 

various skill levels
 

4. 	to develop an integrated system for vocational education ard
 
training , both institutional and in-pl-ntin the field of
 

"training standards" which include acceptance levelstraining
 

contentand -certification;and in the field of making optimum use
 

of available training facilities.
 



5. to 
co'c1erate and coordinate wits other agencies which undertake
 

training activities in Jordan tc 
improve the efficiency and
 

effectiveness of trainin.
 

6. to 
cooperate and coordinate with-; Arab end International agencies
 

concerned with vocational education and training,.
 

1ilProcedures
 

a) In the field of Vo'cational Training :
 

1. Training facilities
 

The Vocational Training Cornrcaticn implements its traini:
 
activities related to annren-:Lcesh~p 
 after signing bilateral
 
agreements with the various industrial establIments concerned.
 
The Corporation,on the other hand,makes use 
of training facil
ities offered by the Ministr-. of Education in secondary
 
vocational schools and trade training centres.Only partial use
 
of these educational institut-ons is Dossible because many of
 
them already run a two shif-: system of vocational education.
 

ZC:nscquently,the size of trainiig undertaken by the Corpo
ration will remain limited'-d 
below ';'e level aimed at unless
 
training centres are 
estabLnshed 
 serve the needs of t', 
Corporation by su-oIorting i',s apnr,.nticeship , upgrading and 

su-peri-isory training 

2. Training Staff
 
The present t4phical staff" of the Cornortion,whic


h include
training officers and instructors.are in needof develonmn
,
 



both quantitatively and qualitively espocially that most of them
 
are new and have little experience in the field of training.
 
The sane opplies to the stiff in industry needed to implement
 
training activities under the Corporationts supersupervision.
 

3. 	Training Programs & Curricula
 

Inaddition to 
the training facilities and qualified instructors,
 

the success 
of training denends also c= the availability of
 

training programs and curricula that specify the skills and
 

knowledgeboth related and generalto be transferred to the
 

trainees within the modular training system which the Corporation
 

adopted and started to develop.
 

b. 	In the field of Occupational Standards
 

1. 	Organisation of skill levels.
 

This would necessitate a com-or 
effort 
 from thAe
 
various concerned agencies including t:-e 
Minintry of Labour,t-e
 

Trade Unionsthe Professional Unions,the .£ployers,arnthe Vocati

onal Trainine Corporation which will be resonsi-le for coordin

ation,imnlementation e.nd follow-up.Tha aim would *e to ado,t
 

standard skill levels as 
a fi:st ste, for job licencing.
 

2. 	Legislati-:n 

Job(trade) organisation whicr accomnanies work on occu'oational 

standards requires a legislative umbrells that would define the 
roles of the various concerned narties , ircluding the emnvloyers 

and the Vocational Training CornorationVtechnicallv a-d fi-a

nciall-r 

-On the other hand , t'-e sect'cn dealing with training in the
 
present Labour Law needs amendmert
 



3-	 Integrated Approach to Vocational Education and Training:
 

Despite the differences in the means and methods used in the 

field of Vocational education and training , the general framew

ork and objectives are the same whether it is imnlemented in 

education.l institutions or in industrial establishments . This 

would necessitate an integrated anproach in planning ,implement

ation and evaluation by the Yinistry of .1.ducation I the vocat

ional Training Corporation and other concerned agencies.
 

V Main Plan of Action
 

The 	following main plan of the Corporation is intended to specify the
 
(targets 4or t-kt 
period 1978-1982 , and the various activities that would lead to
 

these targets. From this main plan of actionwould emerge detailed
 

plans dealing individually and comurehensively with every major iter
 

of the main plan with special reference to oroceduresproles ar;
 

functions.
 

a. 	Establishment of Training Centres
 

The Cornoration nlans to establish five training centres during
 

the -lan neriod to suv'ort its training activities within
 

flexible system of training according to t "e following timetable:
 



Location 


1. 	Amman, 


Northern industrial Zone
 

2. 	Amrman (ftor g-irls) 


3. 	 Zarka 

4. 	 Amman 

Southern landustrial Zone 

5. 	Lrbed 


Start Completion 

procedures' 

1978 1981 

1978 1981 

1979 1982 

1979 1982 

1979 1982 

The capital costs of the various main items for every centre are
 

as follows 

Training Capital Costs in 1000 JD'S 
Centre 

Land Design Construction 

Arman(North) 90 30 295, 

Amrran(Girls) 45 20 160 

Zarka 4L *25 250 

Amman(South) 90 30 275 

Irbed 60 25 160 

TOTAL 330 130 l,lb0 

G!ANZ TOT.L 2,506 

-


Equipnment&
 
Furniture
 

264
 

102
 

200
 

240
 

100
 

906
 



--

b) Vocational Training
 

The size of training that can be imnlemented by the Corporation
 
during the five years of thie Dlan,es"ecially during the final
 
two years 1981 & 1982 , would critically depend on the possibility
 
of establishing the training centres mentioned in(a) abovo. 
The
 
following timetable shows the exnected number of trainees during
 
the p1an period with and without the training centres
 

Type of 
 Number of new Trainees
 

Training 


1978 1979 1980 	 without with
 

centres centres
 

1981 1982 1981 
 1982
 
skilled Labourers 200 250 300 350 400 500 825
 

Limited skill 50 
 100 125 150 200 350 70O
 

Labourers
 

Upgr'ding 	 200 300 300
300 300 	 500 750
 

Supervisors& 40 75 100 100 100 200 300
 

Technicians
 

TOTAL 	 490 725 
 825 00 1000 1550 25!5
 

2oo19002040Q19~	 412:5 

c) Occupational Standards
 

The general objective in this respect would be to finalise levol 

and training standards,wich will 72e the basis for job organisa

tion in Jordan , before 1982 . The following is a tiretable 

showing the reevant imnler-entation stages :
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'Pre'aration o' working documenta 
 about the skill levels inside
 

and outside Jordan
 

Preparation of suggested amendmentan the Labour 
Law concorning
 

traiiing 

Coordination with the Ministry of Education concerning the
 
'general outhine of curricula for t-1e " skilled labour" level 

of training
 

f9
 

Adoption of standard "skill levels' after finalisation of
 
relevant studies by a 
technical committee representing t'e
 
sectors 
concerned
 

Formation of technical comr-itrees to 3re-are " occupaticn:l 

standards" 

Coordination with the various government agencies that u-ndert
ake training activities in Jordan with the aim of rationlisinq
 

systems and levels of traini--2q
 

0 

Preparaticn and adoption of "Performance Standar-Is" in
 

selected trades
 

Coordination with t".e Ministry of Education and other
 

concerned agencis to organise 2nd adont a general 'olicy
 

for vocational education and traiin;-


Pre-
aration of standard nerformanc-
 tests in the selectod
 

trades
 

Adootio- of the necessary legislation for jo* organisation
 

and occuDational standards
 

Preparation of necessarrthe working documents dealing wit! 
the formaticn of a hi"' level bo-y to suiervise the nolicy 

of vocational educaticn'and training i-: Jordan
 



ANNEX (8
 
SEP a 

TER:IS OF DE.IO:STRATIOI/TA\INTIC VtI1idSOP OREFERENCE: UG 
CO.PETENCY BASED .O:1-FOPc!AL SXILLS TRAIIIING TECn:J ZQUES 

FOR THE JO DA;I_2[ VOCATIWOAL TZAlUIIG COLRPORAT!ION 

I. Purpose: The purpose of the Demonstration/Training Workshop on 

Ccmpetency Based Non-Formal Skills Training Techniques is to: 1)
 

demonstrate techniques for designing, implementing and evaluating
 

non-formal skills training programs which provide specific target
 

groups with the essential skill training for entering specific
 

jobs; 2) train instructors in the application of such techniques;
 

and 3) demcnstrate that women can participate along side men in
 

training programs for non-traditional women's occupations.
 

II. Back,-round: The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan has recently created 

a.'Vocational Training Corporation. The responsibilities of this Cor

poration include conducting an industrial apprenticeship program 

and developing short term vocational training activities, not to 

c::cecd one year in duration, for upgrading the skills of existing 

work.ers and for training new workers. The Corporation is a semi

autcno:.-ous governrment agency administered by a Board of Directors and 

b- . Dircctor General. It, however, -worL:s closely with the Ministry of 

Laboir and the Minister of Labor is, in fact, the Chairr-nau of the Board. 

Jordan currently has a highly developed vocational trAining progran 

w:ith1n its school system. The Directorate of Vocational Education of 

uk:e 1i1inistry of Fucaticn operates a series of tiell equipped, efficient 

sccun.2",ry and post-s-2condary vocational schools. In addition, th, re 

n.re trade training cealters which accept grnduateo from the pr-par.1tu:ry 

ac-10 .nd provide then .ith two years of work related training. Thu 
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ILO, under a UIDP financed project, has been assisting the Ministry of 

Educaticn in making its vocational training activities more relevant
 

to the skill requlrcments of the labor market. The Vocational Train

±ng Co.poration will not duplicate the above described Ministry of
 

Education vocational training efforts. It will, in fact, complement
 

them by offering training services to both employed and unemployed
 

S..orkcrs outside the formal education framework.
 

Qf.

Jordan is one/tcose few developing countries which e:perience 

a labor shortage. Because of the demand for Jordanian workers in 

neighboring countries along with a recent domestic economic boom, 

there are critical manpower shortages in most technical and skilled 

occupations. Because of these acute shortages together with a more 

liberal view tovard working women than is custcmtary in other Middle 

Ezt.±rn countries, the growth of female participation in the Jordanian 

labor force has been high. Training for Jordanian women, in fact, has 

b:.co.za a most attractive solution to skill shortage problems since they 

are not no prone to outmigration as are Jordanian men.
 

1:I. The Doaonotraticn/Trainin,, 1.orkghon: The Vocational Training 

c:o-poratioa ;iI offer the opportunity to introduce more varied and 

fexible training techniques than are currently being used by the 

... n. of diverse educational antsA1ilnistry o: Educat Persons 

b2.rou.ds can'be served. Progra.x3 can vary in duration, location 

cz.d cc.7:lc±:ity based on the target training populat'on an,[ the 

,ccu~natin. Training progra..s can be for specific job thuz, 

'ot-rc-_.ni" tha currizu!uri. 

http:ot-rc-_.ni
http:Progra.x3
http:b2.rou.ds
http:b:.co.za
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The Demonstration/Training Workshop proposes to demonstrate varied
 

and flexible training techniques which may be utilized by the Vocational 

Training Corporation. In the process of demonstrating these techniques, 

instructors will be trained in their application. Because the workshop
 

involves the actual training of several groups of workers, it will also
 

be possible to demonstrate the training of women in non-traditional
 

women's occupations along side men.
 

The training techniques to be demonstrated are those that are de

clgned for: a) a training population with widely differing educational 

and e±:perience backgrounds, b) a specific job or group of jobs for which 

there is denand in the labor market, c) an application of individually 

paced learning experiences permitting trainees to learn at their own 

npecd, d) a demonstration of how currently available training software 

(e.g., occupation specific curricula, visual aides, progranmed Instruction, 

p-fcicJ1ncy tests) which have been developed in the U.S. can be adapted to 

t- Jordanian situation, and e) a demonstration on howi to develop competency 

bired, individualized crainIng materials, especially for those technical 

er Voc t.ionlal subjects related to indigenous jobs which are required for the 

z .uticn oJF ecouomic or social problems unique to Jordan. The 

uorksi:=p training activitie will be at the work site or in training center 

Lnkirc:~ments which approximnte workshop conditions. Demonstrations will 

cdea:or to maintain-the training time as short as possible, to keep coots 

nossible and cptiptment 

4

as plot. to uoe e::istin and available materials
 

:, Vr jCsible. Cost effectiveness, in fact, -Jillbe a p.rt of the
 

cr g workushop.
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IV. Detailed Work Plan:
 

A. Selection of Occupations for Training: The initial portion of
 

the workshop will deal with how to identify occupations for which train

ing is required. Occupation specific training programs depend on know

ing exactly what are the requirements of the jobs to be filled. The
 

training program curriculum is developed especially to meet these
 

requirements.
 

Several procedures are available for identifying occupations 

where training is required. Estimates of the training needs for
 

enployers currently in the labor market can be obtained directly from
 

existing establishments. The training needs of new establishments can 

be obtained through planning agencies or development banks. Determining
 

the training needs for persons entering self-employment is yet another
 

procedure. The Demonstration/Training Workshop will, therefore, begin
 

with a training program on how to select the specific occupations or 

occupational groups for which training will be provided. 

B. Occupational Analysis: Occupation specific training is dependent
 

on studying the exact requirements of the job for which people will be 

crained. Occupational analysis is the methodology by which jobs are 

studied. Training curricula are then developed on the basis of these 

:pecific job studieo. 

The second portion of the Demonstration/Training Workshop will 

turefure be training in Occupational analysic. 
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C. Selection of Candidates for Training: The candidates for the
 

occupation specific training activities to be covered by the workshop will
 

be persons who are currently employed or persons seeking employment. They
 

will vary greatly in their age, educational background, work experience,
 

skill levels and their occupational interests. For training to be success

ful, it will be necessary to know the characteristics, motivation and
 

abilities of the persons to be trained. The curricula to be developed
 

are dependent on raising skills from their current level to a level
 

necessary to meet the specific occupational requirements of the job to
 

be filled. Interests and aptitudes, to the extent they can be measured,
 

are also important contributors to how well trainees can be expected to
 

perform in a training program.
 

The importance of a homogeneous group of trainees will vary with the
 

instructional techniques that are to be used. To the extent that
 

indiviudally paced, competency oriented training programs are developed,
 

ho.=ogeneity among trainees is of less importance. Candidate selection
 

:ill 	al ays be important, however, to:
 

a) measure and identify existing skill levels to determine the
 

level at which training begins,
 

b) measure interest and aptitude levels,
 

c) identify spvcial learning problems and the need for supplemental
 

or 	remedial programs,
 

d) 	 identify non-train!ag related proble.ts that may affect pecfornnce
 

on the job (e.g., fwxily prohlbct, transportation di.CficuULtti,
 

need for workiug parmitM).
 

,1 

http:proble.ts
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The third component in the Demonstration/Training Workshop is
 

introducing techniques for selecting candidates for entering training
 

programs. This will include candidate selection forms, interview--tech

niques, occupation specific aptitude and interest test, and the formation
 

of training groups.
 

D. Curricula Development: A specific curriculum will be developed
 

for each specific job and the needs of each group of trainees. Such
 

highly individualized training programs will permit lower training 

costs and more rapid training programs since only the minimum skills
 

necessary to achieve an acceptable level of performance -on a specific
 

job will be taught. 

Training curricula will be modularized to permit greater flexibility
 

in entering, re-entering, pzogressing through and leaving training pro

grams. Mcdularization will also permit the continual regrouping of
 

modular task components to form job specific training programs. Finally,
 

modular related proficiency tests will certify competence levels of those
 

entering and leaving training programs.
 

To the e:tent they are cost effective, individualized instructional 

techniques will be introduced which permit trainees to learn at their 

own pace or to repeat training experiences without holding up the entire 

group. These techn ues include programmed instruction and audio-vi:ual 

teaching aids which trainees may have access to with a minimal amount of 

che instructor's time. 

Finally, the techniques for curricula development will be bas.ed on 

sztuacioas which most closely approximate the ,orking environti,!nt. I.7hcre 

Ji
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possible, training will take place in the actual workshop. When train

ing centers are used, care will be taken to create an environment,
 

similar to the workplace. Extreme care will be taken to maintain
 

training costs as low as possible by simplifying both the equipment and
 

materials required to implement training programs.
 

Curricula Development is the fourth component in the Demonstration/
 

Training Workshop.
 

E. On-the-job Monitoring of Training Graduates: Experience has 

shown that many graduates of training programs never enter the occupa

tion for which they have been trained. It is also known that many 

recent trainees will leave their jobs shortly after heving been hired. 

This is due either to their failure to adapt to conditions in the 

workplace or to the employer's dissatisfaction with their performance. 

A successful training program, therefore, should continue to monitor 

the activities of the trainee until he/she is fully integrated into the 

new working environment. 

Techniques for monitoring the post-training activities of trainees
 

is the fifth component of the Demonstration/Training Workshop.
 

F. Follow-up and Tracer Studies on Trainees: The constant improve

ment in training activities is possible through the effective evaluation
 

of training progrkms. These evaluations involve interviewing traineus
 

and their employers subsequent to training and measuring their performance 

in the workplace. The information obtained from the evaluation is compared 

to the techniques ucd for training workers so as to: 



1) identify the most cost effective training alternatives
 

2) improve training programs by adding or modifying important
 

components
 

3) eliminate unnecessary activities or wasteful practices which
 

have not resulted in improved performance on the job.
 

The sixth component of the Demonstration/Training Workshop will
 

be techniques for evaluation and follow-up studies.
 

C. Project Planning and Management: The use of modern management
 

concepts and techniques is critical to the success of any training program.
 

Selected areas of educational management will be studied and discussed,
 

making adjustments of course for cross cultural differences. Where
 

appropriate, case studies and demonstrations will be used to train
 

instructional developers in the following areas:
 

1) basic principles of educational management
 

2) project design and implementation
 

3) estimation of time, personnel and material needs and costs
 

4) selected management techniques: Management by Objectiv (113O), 

GMOTT charts, PERT charts, critical path method
 

5) financial management and budget control
 

6) human relations
 

7) organizatinal change considerations.
 

The projdct planning and management component will be tke seventh 

and final activity in the Demonstration/Training orkshop. 

V. 	 Deon-tration/Trainin-, Workshop Par tairarts 

The Dc:.'on trrtion/i'AInin hlor1shop s;honld train ins ructr:I 1:n.1 
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training specialists, currently working with the Vocational Training
 

Corporation, in the seven component areas described above. In addi

tion, some personnel from vocational schools and from institutions which
 

prepare vocational school instructors will be invited. There should be
 

a total of twenty to twenty-five trained vocational school and training
 

instructors who participate in the workshop. They will participate in
 

both classroom and practical experiences to develop their expertise Tn
 

the technical areas which have been outlined. At the end of the Demon-


stration/Training Workshop, the participants should be prepared to
 

develop, implement and evaluate similar training activities with only,
 

minimal guidance.
 

To insure that the techniques which are presented in the Demonstration/
 

Training Workshop are applicable to Jordanian conditions, two or more
 

groups of trainees will be put through actual training programs. Organizers
 

of the Workshop together with the participants will develop, carry out and
 

evaluate these programs. The occupations selected for the training programs
 

will permit a deonstration that women can be trained along side men in 

job areas which are not commonly open to women.
 

Training will be provided in English or appropriate translation
 

facilities will be available to translate from English.'
 

VI. Demonstration/ Iraining Workshop Proposals 

P:opcsals for providing the services for implcmeating the Demon-, 

stration/Tralning llorl,.hop 3hould iLlclude: 

i. 	 Budget for perfonn.l costs for work-chop implementation 

nut 1'eri.cluding salary costs, number oF days in Jordan and 
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of 	roundtrips required.
 

2. 	Budget for providing materials for workshop implementation
 

including alternative occupational areas in which programs
 

could be developed.
 

3. 	Time required for implementing workshop activities.
 

4. 	Other costs incidental to workshop development and imple

mentation.
 

Proposals should be sent to:
 

Director
 
Office of Labor Affairs
 
Bureau for Private and Development
 
Cooperation
 

Room 103, SA-8
 
Agency for International Development
 
U.S. Department of State
 
Washington, D. C. 20523
 


